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1. Write a function foo(int fd, char* buf, int         
b_size, int n, int skip) that reads to buf from          
file with file descriptor fd, n blocks of size         
b_size each. The last argument specifies      
how many bytes to skip after reading each        
block. Return -1 if the operation is       
unsuccessful. Else return total number of      
bytes read. 
 
2. Write a program to read all txt files (that is           
files that ends with .txt) in the current        
directory and merge them all to one txt file         
and returns a file descriptor for the new file. 
3. Write a program that takes a string as an          
argument and return all the files that begins        
with that name in the current directory and        
its sub directories. For example > ./a.out foo        
will return all file names that begins with foo. 
 
4. Write a program that will categorize all        
files in the current folder based on their file         
type. That is all .txt file in one folder called          
txt, all .bmp files in another folder called        
bmp etc. The argument to the program is a         
folder name. 
 
 
5. Given a directory, write a program that        
will find all files with the same name in the          
directory and its sub directories. Show their       
name, which folder they are in and what day         
they were created. Expand the program to       
remove all duplicate copies based on user       
input. That is, ask user if each one of the file           
is to be kept or deleted. Based on user         
input, perform the appropriate action. 
 
 

 
 
 
6. OPENDIR & READDIR 
Aim: 
To write a C program to display the files in          
the given directory 
Algorithm: 
1.Start the program 
2.Declare the variable to the structure dirent       
(defines the file system-independent    
directory) and also for DIR. 
3.Specify the directory path to be displayed       
using the opendir system call 
4.Check for the existence of the directory       
and read the contents of the directory using        
readdir system call (returns a pointer to the        
next active directory entry) 
5.Repeat the above step until all the files in         
the directory are listed 
6.Stop the program 
 
7.Aim 
To Execute a Linux Command (Who) in a C         
program using execl() system call. 
Problem Description 
The Linux system call transfers an      
executable binary files into a process that       
are 
the exec family of system calls. 
General Format 
Execl(filename,arg0,arg1,.........argn,0) 
Char *filename * 
Arg0* , arg1* ,.......argn* 
Where filenames are the executable binary      
files to be transferred into a process. 
arg0 through argn define the argument to be        
passed to the process. 
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8.a. FORK & GETPID 
Aim: 
To Create a process in the following       
hierarchy 
Parent →Child1→ Child2→Child3 
Algorithm 

● .Declare the necessary variables. 
● Parent process is the process of the       

program which is running. 
● Create the child1 process using      

fork() When parent is active 
● Create the child2 process using      

fork() when child1 is active. 
● Create the child3 process using     

fork() when child2 is active. 
● Print all the pid’s of the processes 

b. Write a program to create a file, read data          
from the file, update the file. 
 
9. Write a C program to simulate the        
operation of “ls” command in Unix. 
 
10. You will write two simple programs pipe        
reader.c and pipe writer.c that use a named        
pipe to communicate. The pipe reader      
program will set up a named pipe using        
mkfifo(), open it read only, and read strings        
from it until it receives the string exit. The         
writer will open the named pipe file, read        
strings from the user and write them to the         
named pipe. When the user enters exit, the        
program will write the string to the pipe and         
then exit. Execution should look something 
like this (note that you must start the reader         
first): 
reader: 
iiita:$ ./pipe reader 
Creating named pipe: /tmp/mypipe 
Waiting for input...Got it: ’Oh! God’ 
Waiting for input...Got it: ’OS lab trouble’ 
Waiting for input...Got it: ’exit’ 
Exiting 

11. Write a program to create an ipc        
channel, where the system consists of a       
single program that creates two processes,      
a parent and a child, where the child is         
created by using the fork system call. The        
program causes the parent process to read       
a file's content and send them all to child         
process via an IPC channel . The child        
process writes the received contents to      
another file. 
 
12.Write a program to create an ipc       
channel, where the system consists of a       
single program that creates two processes,      
a parent and a child, where the child is         
created by using the fork system call. The        
program causes the child process to read a        
file's content and send them all to parent        
process via an IPC channel. The parent       
process writes the received contents to      
another file. 
 
13.Write a multi-threaded program to     
multiply two matrices. The product C of       
matrices A (m rows and k columns) and B (k          
rows and n columns) is a matrix of m rows          
and n columns. 
 

C=A*B 
 
The individual values of are calculated    C i,j    
as: 
 

=C i,j ∑
k

a=1
Ai,a * Ba,j

 
  

Define matrices A, B and C as two        
dimensional arrays or lists. Create a thread       
to calculate each term of C. 
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14. Write a multi-threaded program, to      
divide the work of calculating sum of 10       1st   
million integers starting from 0. Then output       
the sum. 
Eg. create 4 threads, so that each thread        
calculates sum of each quarter. 
 
15.Write two programs (fifo1.c, fifo2.c) that use       
same FIFO. The program fifo1 writes first, then        
reads. The program fifo2 reads first, then writes.        
They both keep doing it until terminated. This        
should allows a situation where two processes       
started in separate shells can communicate with       
each other through a 'named pipe'/FIFO on the        
File system.  
Eg. abc@xyz:~$ cc fifo1.c
abc@xyz:~$ cc fifo2.c 
abc@xyz:~$ ./a.out
abc@xyz:~$ ./a.out 
hello

user1: hello 

hey 
user2: hey 
how are you?

user1: how are you? 

fine. 
user2: fine 
……

…… 
 
 


